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T

he birth of a child is sometimes met with
mixed feelings.

There’s the usual anxiety about bringing a new
life into a world beset with problems. But there’s
also the excitement of endless possibilities: of
helping to raise the next Lionel Messi or Cristiano
Ronaldo, the next Serena Williams, Jona Lomu,
Usain Bolt, Thembi Kgatlana.
I was met with the same mixed reactions when
I first joined the print media some two decades
ago or so.
Even then, there was talk of joining a dying
industry – and the print media has certainly experienced some tough times. But it’s still alive and
kicking, and it still has an important role to play.
There’s nothing more satisfying for a journalist
than seeing a story triggering reactions that resolve the issue or inspire society – just as there’s
nothing more heartwarming for a parent than
seeing their child live up to their potential, and
make a real difference in the world.
It is in this spirit that Cape@6Sport was conceptualised, planned, conceived - and now has finally
been born. On that note, it is an honour to be
part of a group of people who made this possible.
Amateur sport in Cape Town is experiencing a
number of challenges. Lack of facilities, lack of
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resources, inequality, crime, discrimination. But
there’s so much potential on the city’s streets and
sports fields, and there are individuals, clubs and
organisations that are doing amazing stuff out
there.
Think, for example, of Unathi Mshudula, a
young woman running a men’s football club,
and changing lives along the way (see page 8).
Or Andile Dakada’s attempts to introduce tug-ofwar in disadvantaged communities (page 10). Or
Cassidy Arendse and Isabelle Bertossi landing a
dream move to the US (page 4); or Jo-Anne Solomons’ fascinating search for the next top woman
football striker (page 12).
Those are just some of the stories highlighted in
these pages – but that’s not even scratching the
surface of the rich amateur sport news in this region.
As the saying goes, it takes a village to raise a
child, and it will take the contribution of all sports
lovers - athletes, coaches, managers, administrators, fans, officials, and the corporate sector to
grow Cape@6Sport to realise its potential. We
don’t want to own this platform - we want to
collaborate for the benefit of the sport sector.
So if you’re interested in joining our village, we’d
love to have you. So if you have a story to share,
or you just want to chat sport, please get in touch.
Not even the sky’s the limit. Happy reading!
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CAPE FOOTBALL STAR LANDS US

DREAM DEAL
C

ape Town rising football sensation Cassidy
Arendse is set to make a splash as she jets off
to the United States to pursue her sporting
and academic dreams at Angelina College.
The Rocklands-born central defender, who played
for Stellenbosch-based Maties FC in the Sasol
League Western Cape, has penned a two-year
contract with the Texas-based college.
“I’m very happy, but I also feel very nervous,”
she says. “It’s the first time I’ll be away from my
family, and my lifestyle will change. But I’m ready
– and I know I’ll get through everything.”
Arendse, who can also play as a striker, became
the second footballer from Maties FC to leave for
the US in August, after fellow defender Isabelle
Bertossi also joined another institution.
Arendse caught the eyes of several US scout in
April, when she delivered a sterling performance
representing Ikapa United at the Dallas Cup
International Youth Football Tournament in
Dallas, Texas early in the year.
But the full scholarship offer from Angelina
College was too attractive to refuse.
A big fan of Cristiano Ronaldo, Arendse started
to play football at the age of eight, and never
stopped improving. She played for Maties for a
year and a half, having played for Vasco Da Gama
prior, and has been so good in recent years that
she has represented the Cape Town regional
teams at Under 15 and Under 19 divisions.
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A devoted Christian, Arendse encourages other
youngsters not to give up on their dreams.
“No matter how difficult it seems you’ll eventually
see things coming right,” she urges. “Never give
up on your dreams, and keep on training hard,
and it’ll make a huge difference. And always pray,
because God is the number one player.”

we can only hope that she does well for herself,
for her family and for women’s football,” he says.
“She is a role model for many youngsters who
aspire to play abroad.”

That belief, along with the support of her family,
friends, fans, teammates and management has
driven her to always give her best on the football
pitch.
“I’ve been lucky to have people in my life who
are very supportive. My parents always came to
watch me, and my father always talked to me
after the games about what I should do to
improve, and how I should play in the backline.
Their support has pushed me to become a better
player.”
Her father, Mark Arendse, is equally excited about
the move.
“Cassidy has been doing very well, and she
deserves this recognition,” he notes. “As a
soccer and a sporting family, we are very proud
of Cassidy, and grateful to God for this great
opportunity.”
Maties FC coach Elroy Smith says the team is
proud of Arnendse’s achievements, and even
prouder that her consistent performance has
been recognised with a move abroad.
“We are proud of Cassidy’s achievements, and
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CAPE TOWN

SHARES
FOOTBALL TALENT WITH OVERSEAS
INSTITUTIONS

I

t is the ambition of many young athletes to test
and develop their skills in the top leagues in the
world - and for four Cape Town teenagers, that
dream has just become a reality.
In late September, the talented teens from RV
United in Khayelitsha received scholarships to
complete their secondary education at High
Mowing School in Wilton, New Hampshire,
United States. South African Under 20 and
Under 17 sensational winger Ember Edwards from
Kensington and rising star central midfielder
Nwabisa Pinky Goba, together with teammates
Thina “Thiyoyo” Ganto and Kuhle “Bubbles”
Madlokazi will also hone their football with Black
Rock FC.
Their departure followed that of the Maties FC
duo of Cassidy Arendse, who joined Angeline
College, and Isabelle Bertossi, who left for the
United States in August.
Such moves are not new, though - several of
Cape Town’s rising women footballers have
joined overseas clubs in recent years, and made
the most of it.
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Democratic Republic of Congo-born Banyana
Banyana striker and former Cape Town Roses
star Ode Fulutudilu is currently in the books of
Malaga in Spain after spending some time in
Finland. Mitchell’s Plain-born Banyana Banyana
star and former University of the Western Cape
star striker Jermaine Seoposenwe has played
for Stamford University. Her Banyana teammate Leandra Smeda from Veldrift is currently in
Sweden with Vittsjo GIK, following her 2018
stint at Gintra University in Lithuania. Meanwhile,
Vasco Da Gama star midfielder Kelso Peskin spent
time at Lamar University in the US. Jamie Witbooi
and Caryn Ryneveldt had a season in Iceland,
Astrid Boks spent time in Poland, and former
Cape Town Roses star Andisiwe Mgcoyi played
for a number of European clubs in Slovakia,
Hungary and Germany.
For South African football authorities, these
moves are music to their ears.
Safa President Bennett Bailey believes they
provide a welcome and exciting opportunity
for players to test their skills among the best
in the business, and get a better sense of the
competition.

“They thus have the chance to gauge where
they are, and develop accordingly,” he says.
“So when they meet those players on the
international platform, they won’t be caught off
guard, but will be ready to engage. And since
some of those players will be on study bursaries,
they will have the chance to expand their education as well. So needless to say, we welcome
opportunities like these.”
Banyana Banyana assistant coach Thinasonke
Mbuli adds that some of the leagues abroad
have a different set up to local football.
“The type of training players get that side is
different - even college football that side is
semi-professional, because they take their
game very seriously,” she says. Our players
who go that side learn a lot and come back as
different players - so it’s a good thing for South
Africa that we export more players.”
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CLEVER WHERE IT COUNTS:

SPORTSWOMAN
HELPS BOYS BE BETTER

R

unning a men’s football club as a
woman has its weird moments – but as
Unathi Mshudulu has found, it has its
wonderful ones as well, and can make a huge
difference in a community.

where they have something to do and can grow
emotionally, physically and spiritually, as well as
technically. We have boys who have no interest
in football at all, but who are just grateful for the
environment we have created.”

Since she established Clever Boys Football
Club two years ago in Makhaza, Khayelitsha,
Mshudulu has not only managed to inspire
youngsters to join the club and stop roaming
the streets, but is also helping them with their
academic and work
careers.

But why call them Clever Boys?

“Our mission is not
to bring together
soccer stars but to
provide a platform for
everyone,
whether
they can play football
or not,” Mshudulu
explains. “It’s a space

In townships the slang term ooclever (“the
clever ones”) refers to someone who is
streetwise, she explains. “So we had to give
them a new definition, and show that being
clever doesn’t necessarily mean that you must be
a street-wise or a tsotsi. To be clever you must be
emotionally, spiritually and physically smart, and
you must have goals to work towards.”
And for Mshudulu, a branch manager for Old
Mutual, the whole idea is to make a difference
to people’s lives in the hope that they will do the
same for other people in need. “So this becomes
a chain of helping each other out. Whatever I do
for you, do the same to the next person – and
maybe they’ll do the same for the next, and so
on.”
Mshudulu grew up in a sport-loving family. She
played football as defender at high school and for
the Sasol League outfit Portia FC, owned by her
aunt, Portia Matolengwe.
“We don’t get intimidated by gender because
we have that mentality that everyone is equal,”
she comments. “We never believe that because
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ask if I’m sure about ‘this soccer thing of yours’,
and why I should not do something else.“
Mshudulu doesn’t let that get her down, though.
“Soccer needs a lot of money, and there aren’t
enough corporates that are willing to assist out
there. But parents have given me strength with
their support,” she says. “And society evolves
over time – and people will eventually evolve their
thinking about genderism.”
Among the many funny moments that
Mshudula-Muleya has encountered in football
is the realisation that some boys would come to
the team not because they have an interest in the
sport, but just to be around her.

you are a man, your voice matters more than a
woman. We don’t even pay attention to that.”
But the task of running a football club as a
woman has its own challenges.

“I have three boys who have no interest in playing
soccer at all, but would want to talk about things
that don’t matter,” she laughs. “But I welcome
everyone, and this is the kind of environment that
we have created.”
Her dream is to see Clever Boys grow into an
academy, with an office park and fields where
youngsters can develop their skills.

“Sometimes when I present this initiative to
corporates managed by men, they would want
me to go out on date with them before they
could consider my proposal. If I was a man they
would simply consider if the proposal is worth
investing in or not. And women managers would
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MULTI-TALENTED SPORTS
STAR ON A MISSION:
WALKING BACKWARDS TO WIN AND MAKING MONEY
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W

hen
it
comes
to
sport,
Andile
Dakada really is a jack of all trades – and a
master of them all, to boot.

In athletics he was among the fastest sprinters,
winning countless races; in rugby he was a feared
winger who scored tries en mass; and in cricket
he was a trusted opening batsman, and a good
fast bowler as well.
And in football he was such a prolific striker
that in 1997 he was part of a select Under 14
team from Mitchell’s Plain and Khayelitsha which
participated in a tournament organised by the
Sport for All Project in Norway.
Now Dakada has turned his attention to
something a little more unusual: the tug of war,
where he is not only among the top anchors in
the Western Cape, but is also generating money.
“Those achievements have taught me to have
a winning mentality – not only in sport, but in
other aspects of life as well,” he says. “My friends
would often say I’m a perfectionist. When I do
something, I put my whole heart and mind to it.
And I think that rubs off on others: I’m the kind of
athlete who is always motivating other players.”
But why tug of war? It’s not exactly a popular
sport, particularly in black communities.
“I have participated in a number of sports, and
tug of war is more challenging for me,” he
explains. “As much as it’s a team sport, it
also requires a lot of individual strengths and
techniques. People who have played rugby would
say one pull in tug of war is like playing two
games of rugby.”
After playing for False Bay in the Cape
Metropolitan Tug of War League, Dakada has
moved on to take the game into the black
communities,
by
registering
the
first
non-white team in the league. Comprised mainly of
colleagues from the South African Police Service
who had been playing for different teams, the
team has adjusted quickly and fared pretty well

in the competition.
His main goal, though, is to spark interest among
young people in townships to join tug of war. The
sport keeps participants disciplined, dedicated
and determined, and doing well requires proper
preparation – just like life in general.
“In life you plan and prepare for things to
happen; you don’t just wake up one day and be
successful,” Dakada says. “In tug of war, too,
there is fighting and struggle, and you need
endurance and patience on the rope. That is a life
lesson on its own.”
In true jack-of-all-trades fashion, Dakada has also
identified a business opportunity in the sport: he’s
developed the skills to make the specialist boots
that are used for tug of war, and he is trading
to athletes from across South African and the
neighbouring countries.
“It’s the only sport you walk backwards to win,”
he says. “You need the proper equipment for the
job.”
11

AGE IS JUST A NUMBER:

EX-BANYANA STAR
PLAYS WITH EXPERIENCE

A

t 44 years of age, Jo-Anne Solomons is
among the oldest active players in the Sasol
League, one of South Africa’s top women’s
football leagues – but age really is just a
number to her.
She may not be as fast or as strong as she used to
be in her heyday, when she scored 49 goals in 59
games for the national Banyana Banyana team.
But her wealth of experience and ever-growing
technical acumen are more than enough to keep
her going on the pitch.
Now she’s employing that experience in a new
way: developing the next generation of women’s football stars, as a utility player and assistant
coach for Maties Football Club in Stellenbosch.
“I’m looking at developing a young striker who
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can score goals the way we did in my day,”
explains Solomons. “Thembi Kgatlana is top
class, of course, but I’m still looking for someone in Cape Town who will be as prolific as we
were with Desiree Ellis and Veronica Pewa. There
is a lot of talent in Cape Town that needs to be
nurtured – and I want to be part of that.”
But Solomons admits that playing at her age is
not exactly a walk in the park.
“It’s very tough, and these youngsters will outrun
you,” she says. “I remember this 13-year-old from
Cape Town Roses who ran around me twice. But I
just use my experience and move forward.”
Born and bred in the suburbs of Cloetesville,
Solomons hails from a sporting family – her
father and two brothers played rugby, and the

other brother was in football. They used to take
her to the soccer fields – and she fell in love with
the sport.
She started her football career with
Trinitarians, before joining Spurs Women Football
Club, where she was such a prolific striker that
she was selected to play for the Boland team. She
earned 59 caps with the senior national women’s
team from 1997 to 2006 and scored 49 goals.
She has been with Maties since 2011.

as corporates – and society as a whole – failed to
give women in sport the support they deserve.
“The gap between men and women has always
been there,” she says. “Maybe the national
women’s league will narrow that gap. But we still
have a long way to go.”

She believes sport has been a blessing in her life.
“Gangsterism and drugs were rife in our
communities when I was growing up,” she
recalls. “Football kept me away from that. A lot
of my friends went into drugs; but to me, sport
was more important and interesting than those
could ever be.” Solomons has watched in disdain
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PLAYING SAB LEAGUE BUILDS PROFESSIONALS –

BUT IT’S NO CHILD’S PLAY

W

ith the grassroots level football season
drawing to its close in Cape Town, it is
the ambition of every footballer – be they
player, administrator or coach – to play in
a higher league: in this case, in the SAB League.
But, take it from Thulani Njili, chairman of the
Khayelitsha-based Rebels FC, emotionally fulfilling as it may be, participating in this fourth tier
of football in South Africa can be very tough –
especially for those who come from disadvantaged communities.
“I think poverty in our communities leads some
players to lose the discipline, focus and hunger
they need to succeed as footballers,” he says.
“Some players prefer to take part in informal
matches (known as gambling games) where they
have the chance to make a quick buck, rather
than playing in a structured league.”
This despite the fact that SAB League is a
breeding ground for the higher leagues, where
players can launch their professional careers.

“I know of players who were playing in this
league not too long ago, and now are not only
professionals, but key members at clubs in the
Premier Soccer League. But such interesting
stories are not motivation enough for some
players.”
Njili – or “Ta Thulz”, as he is affectionately known
in football circles – knows what he’s talking about.
He hails from the Eastern Cape town of Cala,
and has been a member of Rebels since 1996;
first as a player, and then climbing the ranks as a
junior coach and seniors mentor, before
taking over the club ownership when the previous
chairman retired.
After dominating the Lingelethu Local Football
Association, Rebels earned promotion to the
SAB League in their fourth attempt some five
years ago, and is the only club in Khayelitsha to
participate at that level. In their second season,
Rebels were contenders for the title – until the
last four games.
Njili remembers: “Before the Easter weekend we
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equipment for the team and maybe smaller
things like pre-match meals, so that there can be
something attractive to them. Some players come
to games hungry, so those small things can make
a huge difference, because there is talent in our
communities.”
It was a mission for the club to get into the SAB
league, but it was worth it in the end – and Njili
wants to see players make the most of it.
were on top of the log, and beat second-ranked
Jomo Powers convincingly. Then someone took
three of my key players to play for his team in
an Easter Tournament in Upington, promising
them money. One of them came back injured and
others were not in the right frame to return to
us. We drew the remaining four games – and
surrendered the title.”

“Winning on the field of play was not that
difficult, but issues off the field were quite
challenging,” he recalls. We had to go through
five (disciplinary) cases for charges that we knew
nothing about. But in the end, we were wiser and
strong enough to compete and deal with such
challenges successfully.”

Njili says lack of resources are also a challenge to
survive in the SAB league, and a minimum of R50
000 would be enough to make it big.
“If I can have R50 000 I can win this league –
as long I can buy my players apparel, enough
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PLAYING RUGBY WITH AND FOR HER CHILD:

THE POWER OF PASSION
I

t took six months for rising women South
African rugby star Kim Horlin to realise that she
was carrying her firstborn child – and all that
time she had been heavily participating in a sport
known for its extreme physicality.
She took a year break from rugby – and in her
return to the game this year she has managed to
secure her position not only at club level with the
University of the Western Cape, but also in the
provincial and national teams.
“After taking a year off to spend time with my
son, I was still craving to play rugby; it was my
passion,” she comments. “And seeing my son
during matches is really a motivation for me, not
just in sport but in my life, too.”
Her son is now her main motivation to always try
to do well and progress in rugby and in life in
general.
“Everything I do is for him and my family,” Horlin
says.
Growing up in an athletic family – a father who
played soccer, a mother who played netball and
participated in marching bands – it’s no surprise
that this former sprinter had her choice of sporting codes to excel in.
The Mitchell’s Plain-born 19-year-old started
playing rugby in Grade 9 at Westridge High
School and made it to the Western Province
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Under 16 and Under 18 teams.
That spirit has pushed the Horlin, to do so
well in rugby that she caught the attention of
selectors of the Springbok Under 20 team who
included her in the squad for the two test matches in
Zimbabwe in June.
“The clashes were tough,” she says, “but we had
to train very hard, so fortunately we had a strong
team in the end.”
Now rising (rapidly) in rugby, her family is always
behind her. “When I play rugby I feel in control
and more of myself so I chose and
fell for it,” she says.
Looking back from where she
was two years ago, Horlin has
a new appreciation for the
power of passion. She encourages young women
athletes to continue following their sporting – and
academic – interests.
“Don’t let your situation
define you,” she says.
“Keep on pushing for
what you want in life –
and you’ll be surprised
what you can achieve.”

SPORT CONTRIBUTES SIGNIFICANTLY TO

WESTERN CAPE ECONOMY

A

long-term study has found that sport has the
ability to improve socio-economic conditions
in the Western Cape and makes a significant
contribution to the province’s economy.
The study, The Case for Sport, found that
the sport sector supports 60 000 jobs in the
province and has contributed in excess of 2.2%
of the Western Cape Gross Domestic Product –
or R8.8 billion – since the first phase of research
began in 2012.
Undertaken by the Western Cape Department of Cultural Affairs and Sport (DCAS) in
partnership with the University of the Western
Cape’s Interdisciplinary Centre of Excellence for
Sport Science and Development (ICESSD), the
work drew information from a range of sources:
questionnaires with 123 sport federations across
the province; desktop research; interviews with
experts; and reviewing commissioned research
by the Bureau of Economic Research, including
case studies and storytelling initiatives.
The findings were presented recently by
Professor Christo de Coning, Senior Researcher at ICESSD, to DCAS Minister Anroux Marais,
Head of Department Brent Walters and a host
of stakeholders, following the conclusion of the
second phase of research.
The study, Walters noted, could help ensure that
government and the private sector understand
why support for this area of human endeavour
makes so much sense.

“We see the role of sport and recreation as
far greater than us just sending teams to
compete,” he said. “We see it as something to keep
our young people safe, to keep them gainfully
occupied, to give them hope where there is no
hope – and to make sure that they have role
models to look up to.”
Minister Marais said the study would inform
future policy decisions, and expressed her hope
that it would impact provincial budget allocations,
and help address the disconnect between the
positive impact of sport and the budget often
allocated to its programmes.
“This comprehensive research now physically motivates for increased support, not only
for sport and recreation, but cultural affairs
as well,” she said. “This makes it possible to
make more informed decisions at an executive
level – and that will certainly assist us in reviewing
current policy to be redeveloped with maximum
citizen impact in mind.”
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RUGBY STAR SHINES BRIGHT:

THE SKY IS THE
LIMIT
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W

hen rugby was introduced for girls at
Princeton High School in Mitchell’s Plain in
2015, not many pupils were interested in
the sport. The principal wanted to take it away
– until a determined group of girls intervened. Leandi Maxine Smith was one of them.
“Somehow, a few of us managed to manipulate
him into keeping it - we always said we won but
we never did,” she recalls, chucking. “The plan
worked wonders, giving us a platform to recruit talent and develop our skills and interest in
the sport – and later on win the Western Cape
Schools Festivals.”
In 2018 she joined the University of the Western
Cape (UWC), where she was promptly selected
for the University Sport South Africa Games,
and also forms part of the u20 Western Province
team.
She also attracted the eyes of the national selectors, who included her in the Springboks Under
20 team which recently played test matches in
Zimbabwe. The BA student produced a sterling
performance, scoring a hattrick of tries in one
test match, as South Africa convincingly defeated
their neighbours.

“It’s been a journey, and I’ve been in so many
games, but I still love it,” she says. “I love the way
it brings me joy, and brings out the best in me.”
Smith has a busy schedule, training twice every
day for both Western Province and UWC 7s and
15s. But she still tries to find time for her loved
ones and studies, as she believes a balanced lifestyle is best.
“Besides my mother being my rock and always
being there for me and helping me to achieve
everything, one of my role models is Babalwa Latsha, one of the best rugby players and teammates
I know – and my inspiration.”
Her personal goals at this point are to get her
BA degree, to follow it up with a PGCE teaching
degree – and then do coaching in rugby which
will allow her to groom other players and develop
young talent.
“I want more young women to be acknowledged, and for them to know that they should
never give up on their dreams. It takes hard work
and sacrifice, but it’s always worth it in the end,”
she says. “And for my own dreams, I would also
like to represent South Africa in the senior Springbok women’s team.”

“It was an experience of a lifetime to represent
the country with something you love doing ,” she
shares. “When I scored the hattrick in the first
half of the game, I felt proud and confident. It
was an honour to represent South Africa, and to
being part of such an amazing group of athletes
and management.”
Having been raised by a single mother who
worked two jobs to make ends meet, Smith has
been a sports fanatic from a young age. She reckons that rugby elevates social skills and enforces
many qualities on and off the field and helps her
to grow as a person.
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GOING OUT ON TOP:
CRICKETER NJOLOZA SIMPLY THE BEST
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W

estern Province cricketer Mpilo Njoloza
was taken aback when he was named
Cricket South Africa’s (CSA) Provincial OneDay Cricketer of the Year – but he shouldn’t
have been, given his sterling performances last
season.

who loved sport (and community work).

“The award came as a big surprise; after all, there
were many other guys who had performed well
last season,” he says.

His cricket skills were honed further when he
joined the University of the Western Cape’s
Sport Skills for Life Skills (SS4LS) programme,
which helps students in disadvantaged communities to develop their cricketing talents – while
also providing opportunities to obtain a tertiary
qualification.

Njoloza didn’t just do well, though. The left-arm
seamer, who also plays for Brackenfell Cricket
Club in the premier league, topped the wickets
table in the CSA One-Day Challenge with 24
wickets in eight matches at 4.43 runs per over,
for an average of 13.45.
As noted in the CSA Awards booklet: “His
performance was all the more special when
considering that many of his rivals played 10
matches. He claimed two five-fors, including a
career-best five for 26 – and struck every 18.2
deliveries. In a format that has heavily favoured
batsmen in recent years, Mpilo has restored
some balance between bat and ball.”
For Njoloza, who works at Podion Group as a
Marketing and Operations manager, the defining
games in his outstanding season were against
KwaZulu-Natal and Border.
“I got fifers in both games,” he recalls. “That
allowed me to work even harder and getting
wickets in other games when the wickets were
flat.”
Born and bred in East London in the Eastern
Cape, Njoloza was named after his grandfather,

Inspired by his example, Njoloza started cricket
at a young age, playing for the Under 9 teams
at Hudson Park Primary School: “From a young
age I’ve always wanted to follow in his footsteps.”

Njoloza’s skills blossomed – and he soon found
himself playing cricket at a professional level for
the Cape Cobras, where he hit a hattrick in his
debut.a
With the help of the SS4LS, he obtained his
honours in sport management (having completed his undergraduate degree at the University of
Fort Hare).
“I was lucky to be part of the SS4LS programme,
which arranged tutors for me whenever I needed
them – for free,” Njoloza notes. “Being a student
athlete is very demanding and you need a good
support structure around you. I’m ever grateful
for the help I received.”
The CSA accolade comes at just the right time
for Njoloza: he’s just retired from professional
cricket.
“To finish as the Western Province Player of the
Year and CSA One-Day Cricketer of the Year is
out of this world.”
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LIKE MOTHER LIKE
DAUGHTERS:
NETBALL BRINGS MRWEBI FAMILY TOGETHER

I

t’s not all that unusual for children to want to
follow in the footsteps of their parents when
making their sporting choices – but the story of
Phatheka Mrwebi and her two daughters is anything but ordinary.
Returning from work one Saturday afternoon to
find that her eight-year-old daughter, Zizipo, had
gone missing, Mrwebi was startled and petrified, as any parent would be. Her search for her
baby led to even more alarming discovery: she’d
joined a dance group from her community of
Town Two in Khayelitsha and travelled by train to
perform in Muizenberg.
“I was panic-stricken, because I knew the conditions and dangers of traveling by train,” Mrwebi
recalls.
The dance group eventually returned after 10pm,
when Mrwebi and other parents were bracing themselves for the worst. But what struck
Mrwebi the most was her daughter’s explanation:
that she had joined the group because she was
bored.
That led Mrwebi to find a way to keep her
occupied – by introducing a younger age division
in Silver Girls Netball Club, the club she had been
playing for and which she was now in charge of.
Today Zizipo, now 15 years of age, and her older
sister, Asiphe (17), are playing for the same club
coached and managed by their mother.
As a player-coach – and President of Khayelitsha
Netball Union – Mrwebi sometimes has to join
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her girls on the netball court.
“Playing in the same team has strengthened the
bond between us,” she says. “I play as a defender; my younger daughter is a centre, and the
older is a shooter. After matches we often rate
each other’s performances and talk about tips on
how to improve our game.”
And when the family is watching netball on
television, Mrwebi takes the opportunity to stress
the importance of issues such as discipline and
remaining focused to achieve goals in life.
Like all netballers, Mrwebi is delighted that Cape
Town has won the rights to host the 2023 Netball
World Cup. But she has some reservations on
how that will really affect the conditions netball
clubs are operating under – especially in disadvantaged communities.
“It is still very tough for netball in Cape Town,”
she says. “We pay affiliation fees but we don’t
get anything in return. We have to pay out of our
pockets for everything.
“Yes, we are hosting the 2023 World Cup, and
we are happy about that. But I don’t know if we
will benefit as clubs from the disadvantaged
communities,” she says. “But maybe things will
change in the future – especially if more people
learn about the game, and how we play it.”

BY MIKE SIHEKE

TRANSFORMATION IN SPORT:
TOWNSHIP FOOTBALL HAS A LONG WAY
TO EQUAL FOOTING

I

n football we always talk as if our sport is being played in a normal environment, particularly here in Cape Town – and yet, that’s not
the case. If you go to areas like Khayelitsha and
Mitchell’s Plain, then you will see a huge difference between these two communities as far as
sports resources are concerned. And beyond resources, there are also attitudes that need transformation as well.
There was a time when black football associations here in Cape Town were not playing any
organised football except in the Easy Gas Cup,
which was mainly played under the auspices of
the Western Cape Football Association, which
was for coloured people and affiliates of the
coloured Federation.
In 1991, as our political leaders were busy negotiating for an end to apartheid and for a new
non-racial democracy, all the various South African sports federation, with their codes governed
along racial lines, amalgamated to form one Federation for each code that would represent all
sports codes establishments in the country.
But the legacy of those apartheid era sports bodies and attitudes still exist today, both in the degree of resources available, and in the mentality
of many sports administrators, coaches, referees
and even provincial and local government officials, who regard black people as low-class citizens or residents of this region.
Transformation can’t only be about resources – it
should also be about changing mindsets, of both

coloured and black people.
That may sound a little racist, but just look around
and think: these are the realities that are the
stumbling blocks in the development and growth
as far as township football is concerned.
Clubs in townships are losing good young talent
to these clubs with good facilities that were built
by the apartheid government: the same thing
that’s happening in Africa where good players
are leaving for Europe. Many times, we have
seen regional teams being represented by one
race only, and the same can be said about coaches, selectors, referees, Disciplinary Committee
panels and so forth.
Our so-called sports leaders complain in dark
corners, and then do nothing about these kinds
of racial discrimination, which disadvantage our
players, coaches, referees and administrators
from progressing.
I’m fully aware that both Department of Cultural
Affairs and Sport and the City of Cape Town have
organised transformation workshops – but that
was just big talk, and not much else (in isiXhosa
kukugqithisa itakane kunina). After all, many of
those same government officials are part of the
problem.
This is the elephant in the room. Township football will never be on fair footing until such time
as we seriously deal with the issue of transformation. There can never be normality in an abnormal environment.

Mike Siheke vice-president of Nyanga Local Football Association and has served as the Regional Executive
Committee member for SAFA Cape Town. He has managed a number club in the ABC Motsepe League such
as Mbekweni United and Zizwe United and Chippa United as stakeholders liaison officer. He writes in own
capacity and Cape@6Sport doesn’t necessary share his opinion.
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TURNING PRO BRINGS EXCITEMENT TO

WOMEN FOOTBALLERS
E

ven in her wildest dreams, Puleng Moremi
had never thought of playing football, let
alone at a top level, and got into the sport by
simply chance.
And she in not only Puleng Moremi is shouldering
the hopes and dreams of Western Cape women footballers as she helps lead UWC Ladies
FC into the first ever national league in South
Africa. UDubs won the Sasol League Western

Cape last season to earn their spot in the 12-team
National Women Football League, and Moremi is
the vice-captain of the side.
Not bad for someone who had never thought of
playing football at a professional level, and got
into the sport by simple chance. Until Grade 6,
she’d been active in athletics and netball, but
was recruited into her high school soccer team
because of a shortage of players.
“I actually didn’t want to play soccer at first; I was
more excited about netball but I was not so good
at it,” the Welkom-born winger recalls. “One day I
was asked to kick the ball forward and, as a result
of being able to do just that, I made the team.”
Soon after she was scouted to go to the South
African Football Association (SAFA) Academy in
Gauteng.
“That’s where I learned that there’s so much more
to football than just kicking the ball,” she says. “In
the Academy, we were trained and moulded to
play in the national teams.”
It worked. Moremi joined UWC in 2016
together with seven other players from
the Academy. She has played for UWC
in various competitions, including the
Coke Cup, University Sport South Africa
Games, and the Varsity Football and
Sello Mokoena Tournaments.
Her next step is into the long-awaited SA National Women’s League,
which kicked off in August.
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Moremi says her team is excited to be part of this
historic occasion, and that they are aware that it
is not going to be easy. “We know that we will
encounter tough opponents but we are ready for
the challenge.”
The League is highly competitive and puts
more pressure on players to be at their best,
as the games will draw more public and media
attention. “That is where your loved ones can
watch you play, so you know that you can’t mess
up,” she shares.

Postgraduate Diploma in Sports Development,
Puleng aspires to play for the national team, and
maybe to land a contract abroad as well.
For young and upcoming women footballers, she
advises that they should always try find a balance
between their sporting careers and education.
“The best thing that football can do for you is
granting you an opportunity to study,” she says.
“So even if you are the greatest soccer player,
don’t neglect school.”

A BAdmin graduate who is currently pursuing her
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BY DR BEN SANDERS

GRASSROOTS
SPORT IS

THE BEST BET FOR
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

S

port isn’t just about competition and entertainment – it also has the potential to contribute to development outcomes beyond the
playing field.
Sport for Development and Peace (SDP) is a growing field of development driving the use of sport
to contribute to local, national and international
priorities. This approach has been recognised by
the United Nations, multilateral agencies, governments, the private sector and a diverse range of
non-profit and community actors.
However, there is a lack of critical analysis of
the sport forms that are best used to facilitate
development and peace – ever more relevant
given the numerous commitments made by governments, international and local actors. For this
reason, it is important to distinguish between
grassroots sports and performance sports, while
recognising the overlap between these forms.
Evidence suggests that investments in performance sports are less likely to generate positive
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development outcomes, while being more likely
to cause harm, exacerbate inequities, exclude
others and reinforce neocolonial and neoliberal
ideologies that may work against the very developmental goals that people and communities are
in need of.
Grassroots and amateur sports that are collaboratively created, organised and sustained are
more likely to involve dynamics and structural
connections that can be effectively linked to development and peace-building at the community
level.
This is often in direct contrast to the funding patterns and priorities of the broader sport, public
and private sectors, which tend to allocate greater resources to performance sport, including
sporting infrastructure and events – often at the
expense of sport-for-all initiatives.
This is nowhere more evident than in developing countries like South Africa and Brazil, the two
most unequal nations in the world, where vast

resources have been used to host mega-events
and provide elite-level sporting infrastructure. It
remains a travesty that in post-apartheid South
Africa, we still cannot ensure that every child
growing up in townships like Khayelitsha and
Soweto can engage in sport and recreation.
Could these resources have been put to better
use to ensure that every citizen, regardless of
age, gender, level of ability or socio-economic
status has access to sport and recreation?
Of course, it is recognised that pathways to elite
sport are important, and that the development of
sport can contribute to other development outcomes. But it is crucial that all actors reflect and
critically consider the way sport is understood
and applied in our societies. Our obsession
with sporting excellence and achievements (e.g.
gold medals) over and above developmental
outcomes (e.g. improved health) through sport,
continues to hinder the application of sport for
development and peace.
Sport will continue to fall short of its full potential
to contribute to local, national and international
priorities if investment in access to opportunity
and experience of sport remain unfairly skewed.
It is time to adopt a more egalitarian approach
that prioritises sport forms that serve (all) the people, enable universal and regular participation
(over performance), protect and promote human

rights and maximise the ways that sport can contribute to sustainable development and peace.
We need to cater for all people, regardless of
their sporting ability or background.
This requires the provision of sufficient resources
and opportunities for all people to realise their
universal ‘right to play’, by investing in grassroots
sports that can contribute meaningfully to more
just, equitable and inclusive societies.

It’s time to level the
playing field.

____________________________________________________________________________
Dr Ben Sanders boasts extensive experience in sport for development and peace, and his work has influenced
the Commonwealth, United Nations and the South African government, as well as a range of civil society
organisations. He has public sector experience with the South African government and leadership experience
at Grassroot Soccer. He has published academically and consulted widely in the field, including with the International Platform on Sport and Development, the Commonwealth Secretariat and the United Nations Office
on Drugs and Crime.
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PROMISING GOLF STAR GETS

NATIONAL NOD
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W

estern Cape rising golf star Tyran Snyders
was one of three new additions to the
GolfRSA National Squad for the 2019/2020
season, taking the number of provincial golfers in
the squad to three.
Snyders, from Paarl, joined fellow up-andcoming amateur golfers Luca Filippi and Sam
Simpson from the province to make it to the
much-sought after national squad. His selection
was announced in August, alongside Kyle de
Beer from the Eastern Cape and Christiaan Maas
from Gauteng North.
The GolfRSA National Squad, now in its fourth
year, was set up with funding from businessman and GolfRSA chairman of the board Johann
Rupert. The squad provides funding, support,
advice, training camps and playing opportunities
for the best of South Africa’s young golfing talent.

triumph in The Amateur Championship, in 2018.
And this year, Martin Vorster won the country’s
second successive title in the East of Ireland
Open Amateur before he captained the GolfRSA
Junior Proteas to victory in the Toyota Junior Golf
World Cup in Japan.”
These successes are enabled by a supportive
environment.
“The organisation is blessed to have wonderful structures in place, starting at club level and
continued by the unions and our vast pool of
talented teaching professionals,” Hepburn said.
“Thanks to the excellent groundwork put in by
the provincial unions and the clubs, we are able
to identify players early and get them into the
squad system as soon as we can.”

Snyders is sitting his matric year at Paarl Boys
High this year and will be transitioning into Open
Amateur at the end of the season.
“Tyran has been building a strong reputation on
the junior circuits at Western Province Golf, the
national circuit and the Bridge Fund Managers
Junior Series in the last two years,” said GolfRSA
CEO Grant Hepburn.
“His comprehensive victory in the high-profile Junior North and South Championship at
Pinehurst in July spoke volumes of the way he
is starting to package his game to compete for
wins. We believe he will be a valuable addition
to the squad.”
Hepburn said the ultimate aim with the squad
is to produce stronger national teams and
provide individuals with the best preparation to be
competitive golfers.
“We have enjoyed great success since the
squad’s inception in 2016,” Hepburn noted.
‘Our members achieved an unprecedented five
international wins, highlighted by Jovan Rebula’s

GolfRSA National Squad 2019/2020
Amilkar Bhana (Central Gauteng), Carl Mwale
(Central Gauteng), Casey Jarvis (Ekurhuleni), Christiaan
Burke (North West), Christiaan Maas (Gauteng North),
Christo Lamprecht (Southern Cape), Cole Stevens
(Central Gauteng), Jayden Schaper (Ekurhuleni), Jordan
Duminy (Southern Cape), Jovan Rebula (Southern
Cape), Kian Rose (Central Gauteng), Kieron van Wyk
(Central Gauteng), Kyle de Beer (Eastern Province) Luca
Filippi (Western Province), Martin Vorster (Southern
Cape), Nash de Klerk (North West), Sam Simpson
(Western Province), Therion Nel (Free State), Tyran
Snyders (Western Province), Yurav Premlall (Ekurhuleni)
Modified from original content provided by
GolfRSA. Images courtesy of GolfRSA
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BY DR ZAHID BADROODIEN

CELEBRATING
WOMEN
IN SPORT

T

ata Nelson Mandela, South African struggle icon and father of the nation, once said:
“Sport has the power to change the world.
It has the power to inspire and can create hope
where once there was only despair.”
As we bask in the afterglow of Women’s Month,
and the celebration of women’s achievements
in South Africa and beyond in a variety of fields,
it is fitting that we reflect on women in sports –
and the hard work and determination that has
allowed them to succeed.
South Africa is a sport loving country, and is
fortunate to have some of the best sportswomen (and men) in the world. The likes of Olympic
gold medallist Caster Semenya, and the versatile
sportswoman Sunette Viljoen are some of the
best athletes and examples our beautiful nation
has to offer. And it’s not just individual women
who shine: from a vibrant and exciting Banyana
Banyana football team to the ever-inspiring
netball team who recently made us proud by
reaching the semi-finals of the Netball World Cup,
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South Africa’s sportswomen come together to
achieve great things
The City of Cape Town has, over the years,
invested much of its resources to the benefit of
sportswomen and female athletes. Our facilities are home to a diverse range of sport codes,
which young girls, women and the elderly can
participate in for sporting, entertainment and
health purposes.
Through our Municipal Facilities Management
Committees, composed of regular users of
facilities, we encourage communities to take
ownership of their facilities and ensure equitable
access to all sports codes and athletics. In a
number of these committees, women feature
prominently and even lead as chairpersons.
The Total Sports Women’s race, hosted by the
City in collaboration with Total Sports, attracted
thousands of runners and walkers. Our commitment to the advancement of women in sports
was further affirmed when Cape Town beat the

City of Auckland in the bid for the 2023 Netball
World Cup, the biggest women’s sporting event
in the world.
The City prides itself in going the extra mile to
ensure that there is greater inclusion in sports
for not only competitive, but also health purposes. We’ve collaborated with a number of female
organisations, such as the Housewives Club.
We have also supported programmes like the
‘ladies keep fit power hour.’ And as a City, we’re
always ready to offer our support and encourage
initiatives which foster social inclusion.

in the area, but also arrange visits to various
beaches, as well as the Kirstenbosch Gardens.
The Bonteheuwel Multipurpose Centre also
hosts aerobics classes for the ladies, as well as
motivational talks from different organisations
such as the Saartjie Baartman Centre.
The City of Cape Town has an open door policy
for potential collaboration with female sports and
athletics organisations and clubs. As an inclusive
and caring City, we are committed to empowering and promoting women in sports – and the
benefits we as a society will reap from that.

One such initiative is the Bonteheuwel Walking
Ladies; a group of community members who
get together at the Bonteheuwel Multipurpose
Centre to exercise together. They usually walk
_____________________________________________________________________________
Dr Zahid Badroodien is a Councillor at the City of Cape Town. He serves on the Mayoral Committee for
Community Services and Health Directorate, overseeing four departments, which include Recreation and
Parks, Libraries and Information Services, Social Development and Early Childhood Development and City
Health.
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